EPOXI CLEANER
Cleaner / Detergent to remove remains of DRY epoxy
grout. Ideal for final cleaning to complete work after
applying CERPOXI or PROFESSIONAL PX.

WARNING
EPOXI CLEANER should not be used:
 For other uses than those specified
on this data sheet.
 Without taking the basic precautions
required for chemical products:
rubber gloves and safety glasses.
CONSUMPTION:

Depending on how dirty the surface is
and number of applications.
Approx. 0.15 - 0.25 l./m2.

FIELDS OF APPLICATION

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

 EPOXI CLEANER can remove remains of
DRY epoxy from any epoxy mortar used
for grouting industrial tiles, non-slip tiles,
rustic tiles, textured tiles,...

 EPOXI CLEANER can be used to remove
very heavy remains or diluted at a ratio of
1:5 with water for occasional cleaning:
1 part EPOXI CLEANER +
5 parts water

 EPOXI CLEANER is a biodegradable, nonaggressive detergent containing emollients
and solvents with pH=7, which helps to
emulsify epoxide residues with WATER and
thus completely remove them.
 It is particularly suitable for eliminating dry
remains of CERPOXI and/or PROFESSION
AL PX in WHITE, since this is the colour that
is most difficult to emulsify with water.
 It can be used on floor and wall tiles,
INDOORS and OUTDOORS, in swimming
pools, on stoneware, clay, porcelain, mar
ble, granite, glass,...
 Also suitable for occasional cleaning of
organic remains on industrial flooring.

 Spread the product over the epoxide re
mains and allow it to work for at least 1015 minutes. The longer it is in contact with
the residue, the better it will emulsify and
make waste removal easier.

 Help the chemical action with mechanical
action, using Scotch-Brite type scouring
pads or FIX-ESTROPAJO-NEGRO. Rinse
well with plenty of clean water.
 Then remove the excess liquid with FIXESPONJA.
 Repeat the process as many times as nec
essary until the residues have been com
pletely removed.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCT:
• Type:
• Density:
• Inflammability / Toxicity:

concentrated cleaner / detergent.
0,8 g/cm3
Yes / irritant, avoid contact with skin and eyes;
rinse well with water if there is contact.

• Precaution:
Do not swallow, use gloves and safety glasses; keep out of reach of children; in case of contact
with eyes, rinse with water and seek medical help; store away from heat sources and sparks.
MIX PROPORTION:
PRESENTATION:

from neat to diluted to 1:5 with water.
1 l, 5 l and 25 l bottles / drums.
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